
The Town of New Glarus survey results are 
in. It is apparent that internet connectivity 

has shortfalls for our community. We are 
working towards bringing you better 

service! This will not be an overnight 
process. Please stay tuned and connect to 
get involved! 

The Survey feedback comments include: 

• “TDS is slow and unpredictable.”
• “Current TDS service is horrible. Internet connection - watching paint dry is

faster. We would stream however, there is no way you can. Horribly slow and
unreliable. How can they charge for DSL and we have slower than dial up?”

• “I have called TDS and complained about the slow speeds too many times to

count. I have provided proof, using the speedtest.tds.net site. TDS
Technicians have come to my house and seen the problem first hand.

Sometimes, it is so bad that the speed-test site won't even load! Of course, it
is impossible to watch Netflix or even YouTube videos with this problem. The

TDS technicians have admitted that TDS simply does not want to pay to
upgrade equipment to handle the additional users they charge for their
service.”

• “I cannot even use DSL Internet during peak hours. I have to go to the
library to take my on-line tests because slow speed has timed out my

exams.”
• “There is a direct correlation to volume and times when children get home

from school and on weekends when speeds drastically slow down and we

often receive the message "system is over capacity, please try again later.””
• “There is no way I could ever run a successful internet based business out of

my home because of this antiquated, out of date service available here.”
• “Our satellite connection is very expensive and not fast enough for streaming

videos. Speed is inadequate and reception is weather-dependent. TDS only

offers dial-up service to our home, so we have no other option than satellite.
TDS should be required to offer the same level of internet service to ALL their

customers, not just offer hi-speed to profitable geographic areas.”
• “Because of our location, we are not able to access any other internet

provider besides TDS. The speed of TDS internet is not even substantial

enough for my 3 children to get their homework done.”
• “If the wind blows, my satellite service goes out. This directly affects my

ability to work from home so I am sure hoping someone gets New Glarus
high speed internet that works, even when the wind blows.”

• “I run a website from my home so it is important for me to have reliable

internet service.  Likewise, for many people nowadays, it is as basic a service
as water and electricity.  I wish there was an option for internet service with

dependable and usable speed, when people actually want to use it.”




















